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ULSTER 10YA1IST
HOW SPEAK OUT

Joint Chairmen WILLIAM HULL & HUGH PETRIE

THE CAUSE
THE FACTS

Explained

.

We are indeed honoured at having the opport-
unity to write the front page of our new

paper - “L. A. W.”- and take this chan:~ Of
thanking all those Loyalist Worker6, - who
when called on in 1971 were not found &,nt-
ing - despite calls from the Government, the
Employers, and the I.C.T.U. to stay at work
on the statement of a “Loss of Prciduction”.
We say that if the burnings. bombings and

civil disobedience is allowed to continue
then production will not be our main problem
as inclusion in a United Republican Ireland
will sound the death knell to a great many
industries in Northern Ireland, with the
lOSS of many thousands of jobs, and could
lead to mass emigration of many Loyalist
Workers. It is, therefore, the duty of all
of you to be forever vigilant in the cause
of Ulster,+in the Workshops and the areas in
which you “reside. Resist at all times the
effdtts of those who are working by day and
night for our downfall; such as the Civil
-,, Peoples’ Democracy, S.D.L.P. -d
the I.R.A.

T. V. FARCE
Following the recent T.V. Broadcast or the
“Tribunal”  o n  Ulster, which in our oPiniOn
should never have taken place, as it only

proved to be the same old story of uneruths
and distortion, with the parrot cry of

“Abolish Stormont”. “withdraw the British
~“ and “Release the Internees”. The
whole show was just another exercise of
propaganda directed against Ulster, md
which unfortunately-  many people in Britain
may wish to accept, being sickened by the
cbntinued  murder of soldiers o n duty

in this part of the British Isles. As there


